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Abstract. The increasing adoption of Process-Aware Information Systems, together with the reuse of process knowledge, has led to the emergence of process model repositories with large process families, i.e., collections of related process model variants. For managing such related model collections two types of approaches exist. While behavioral approaches take supersets of variants and derive a process variant by hiding and blocking process elements, structural approaches take a base process model as input and derive a process variant by applying a set of change operations to it. However, at the current stage no framework for assessing these approaches exists and it is not yet clear which approach should be better used and under which circumstances. Therefore, to give first insights about this issue, this work compares both approaches in terms of understandability of the produced process model artifacts, which is fundamental for the management of process families and the reuse of their contained process fragments. In addition, the comparison can serve as theoretical basis for conducting experiments as well as for fostering the development of tools managing business process variability.

1 Introduction

The increasing adoption of Process-Aware Information Systems (PAISs) by industry has led to large collections of process models in a variety of application domains. Despite the particularities found in specific domains, many of these models share common parts of their definition (e.g., activities). We denote such related process variant models as process family in the following. By using common business process modeling languages such as BPMN, EPC, YAWL, or UML Activity Diagrams, process families can just be represented either in separate process models (one per process variant) or in a unified model using conditional
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branching for describing differences and subprocesses for capturing commonalities [1]. Even though the use of subprocesses improves the reuse of process fragments within the process family, this is not sufficient to capture variability. In particular, dependencies between process fragments as well as context information cannot be represented explicitly in the model, aggravating model maintenance.

To properly handle large process families (i.e., avoid redundancies, foster reusability, and reduce modeling efforts) several proposals have been developed in recent years (e.g., Provop [1], C-EPC [2], PESOA [3], Rule representation and processing [4], and PPM [5]), which can be classified as either behavioral or structural approaches. Behavioral approaches represent all members of the family within the same model artifact, capturing both, commonalities and particularities of all process variants. In turn, structural approaches use different artifacts to represent the family, e.g., by using a base model to which structural changes such as inserting, deleting, or moving activities may be applied to derive process variants.

To foster reusability of process model families, understandability of the created artifacts is essential. So far, however, no experimental insights regarding quality aspects (e.g., understandability) are available and it is not clear under which circumstances the use of one approach is more appropriate than the other. Since the results of assessing a process model’s understandability significantly depend on the specific understandability tasks [6, 7], we have structured the comparison of both approaches along several such tasks using a process family from the film industry. For each of the tasks, the paper discusses the process followed by a model reader to accomplish such tasks using both approaches. In addition, we use cognitive psychology as a tool for explaining the differences between the two approaches. This comparison will provides us the theoretical basis for conducting experiments as well as for fostering the development of tools for managing variability in business processes.

The remaining sections are structured as follows. Section 2 presents a process family from the film industry along which the two different approaches are compared. Section 3 provides basic notions and introduces the behavioral and structural approaches for dealing with variability in business processes. Then, Section 4 describes the concepts from cognitive psychology that are used to assess understandability aspects of both approaches. Based on these concepts, Section 5 provides a qualitative comparison for a set of comprehension tasks regarding the understandability of the modeling artifacts built by each approach. Section 6 then presents an overview of related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and gives an outlook.

2 Example of a Process Family

As running example, we consider a modified version of a process family from the film industry for editing a screen project, which varies depending on the shooting media and delivery media used [8]. First, footage is received, either in tape, film,
or tape and film and prepared for edition depending on the shooting medium. Then offline edition is performed. Next, the cut stage is performed through online edit (if the shooting medium is tape), through negmatching (in the case of film), or through both cuts (when shooting media is tape and film). After this point, the finishing on a delivery medium phase starts. For this purpose, the delivery media (e.g., tape, film, tape and film, or new medium) must be chosen. As a result, different variants exist. For example, when shooting media is film or tape and film and cutting has been performed through negmatching, a finish on film has to be performed to maintain the quality of the delivery medium. On the contrary, if the cutting is performed through online editing and film or tape and film is the delivery medium, record digital film master needs to be mandatorily performed to transfer the editing results to film. Similarly, telecine transfer will be performed only if negmatching is performed previously and the expected delivery format is tape or new medium. Finally, if neither tape or film have been chosen activity finish on new medium must be performed.

3 Approaches for Modeling BP Variability

To properly represent variability in a BP model, it is important to define (1) what parts of the BP model may vary according to a specific context, (2) what alternatives exist in each of those parts, and (3) which conditions make these alternatives being selected. The first issue refers to the precise identification of the parts being subject to variation, which are commonly known as variation points (e.g., the edition phase which depends on the type of medium used for footage—tape, film, or tape and film). The second issue refers to the different alternatives that exist for all those variation points (e.g., the alternative activities for the edition phase are edit footage online (when shooting medium is tape) and perform negmatching (when shooting medium is film)). In addition, some models may require the definition of relationships (e.g., inclusion, exclusion) between alternative process fragment from different variation points (e.g., activity record digital film master has to be performed when negmatching has been performed and the delivery medium is film or tape and film). The third issue refers to the context of these variations, which is usually represented by a set of variables gathered in a context model in which the BP model is used (e.g., shooting and delivery media types). These issues are not addressed by common business process modeling languages (e.g., BPMN, EPC, YAWL) and their consideration turns crucial to properly represent and manage process families. The following subsections present two different approaches targeted at the representation of such families, i.e., behavioural and structural.

3.1 Behavioural Approach

The behavioral approach represents a process family in a single artifact, known as configurable process model capturing both the commonalities and particularities
of the *process variants* reflecting all possible behavior. Proposals that have been
developed following this approach include C-EPC [2], C-YAWL [9] or Feature-
EPC [10]. In the following we take C-EPC [2] as the representative proposal
since it constitutes the most well-known and mostly cited proposal in literature.
C-EPC extends EPC with configurable elements (i.e., *configurable nodes* and
*configuration requirements*) to explicitly model variability. Fig. 1 illustrates
the configurable process model representing the postproduction process (cf. Section
2). On the one hand, *configurable nodes* (i.e., functions and connectors) are rep-
resented graphically with thick solid borders and define variations points in the
model where different alternatives may exist. Specifically, *configurable functions*
(e.g., activity *telecine transfer* in Fig. 1) can be configured as ON (i.e., function
is kept in the model), OFF (i.e., function is removed from the model), or OPT
(i.e., conditional branching is included in the model deferring the decision to
run-time). *Configurable connectors*, in turn, can be configured to an equally or
more restrictive connector. For example, a configurable OR can be configured as
a regular OR (not applying any restrictions), or can restrict its behaviour by con-
figuring it as an XOR (i.e., selecting one of the outgoing/incoming alternatives),
AND (i.e., selecting all of the outgoing/incoming alternatives), or SEQ\textsubscript{n} (i.e.,
reducing the alternatives for the configuration of the connector to just one of its
outgoing/incoming sequences). Table 1 summarizes all possible configurations
for the different types of connectors (default configurations, i.e., configurations
applied when no constraints are defined, are marked with asterisks).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config. connector</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>XOR</th>
<th>AND</th>
<th>SEQ\textsubscript{n}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>X*</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR</td>
<td>X*</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Allowed configurations of *configurable connectors*

On the other hand, *configuration requirements* are graphically represented
as tags attached to *configurable nodes* and formalize, by means of logical predi-
cates, domain constraints related to the attached nodes. The configuration of
the node will then be made based on the evaluation of the attached configuration
requirements. For example, requirement 5 states that configurable connector 3
has to be configured as SEQ\textsubscript{3} when configurable connector 1 has been con-
figured as SEQ\textsubscript{1}, i.e., activity *edit footage online* has to be performed when
shooting medium is *tape*, forbidding implicitly the execution of activity *perform negmatching*). However, *configurable nodes* not always have requirements
attached to them (since they are only included when there is a constraint regard-
ning their configuration). When no requirements are attached to a configurable
node, this should be transformed into a regular one, maintaining the behaviour
of the original connector and deferring the configuration decision to run-time.
Note that some requirements (i.e., req. 1–3 and 9–12) comprise context variables, providing information regarding the context that drives the configuration of the associated configurable nodes, while others (i.e., req. 4–8 and 13–16) are expressed in terms of the structure of the model only. In the original proposal [8] only requirements of the latter type are used and the context variables only become explicit when using the proposal in combination with the questionnaire approach [32]. To make the C-EPC model better understandable we added requirements of the former category to make the context for choosing a certain configuration explicit.

Fig. 1. C-EPC model for the screen postproduction process
3.2 Structural Approach

This approach proposes a gradual construction of the process family by modifying the structure of a specific process variant (called base model) at specific points (i.e., variation points) through change operations. Following this approach, we find proposals such as Provop [1] or Rule representation and processing [4]. In the following we use Provop as representative for the structural approach, since it can be considered the most widely used proposal for this approach. Fig. 2 illustrates the Provop proposal using the screen postproduction process (cf. Section 2). Provop allows creating process variants by adjusting the base model (cf. top part of Fig. 2) by the application of a set of high-level change operations between a couple of adjustment points. Depending on the modeling situation and on the existing process landscape, the construction of the base model can differ. [11] presents different policies (i.e., standard process, most frequently used process, minimal average distance, superset of all process variants, and intersection of all process variants) to perform such construction. Furthermore, Provop allows for more complex configuration adjustments by grouping multiple change operations into so-called change options (e.g., option 1 combines 2 delete and 2 insert operations). Change options are associated with a context rule, which is used at configuration time to decide, whether a certain option is applicable for the given context (e.g., regarding option 1 the context rule states that this option should only be applied if shooting media is tape). In addition, Provop allows for an explicit representation of different dimensions of the context (i.e., context variables and allowed values) by means of the context model (cf. bottom left part of Fig. 2). Finally, to prevent the derivation of semantically invalid variants, Provop provides the constraint model (cf. bottom right part of Fig. 2) which allows defining inclusion, exclusion, order of application, hierarchy, and cardinality relationships between change options (e.g., the application of option 1 excludes the application of option 2).

4 Concepts from Cognitive Psychology

In order to discuss differences between C-EPC and Provop in Section 5, we will make use the concepts of external memory, abstraction, and split-attention effect from cognitive psychology as introduced in the following and transfer them to the domain of BP variability.

Basically, three different problem-solving “programs” or “processes” are known from cognitive psychology: search, recognition, and inference [12]. Search and recognition allow identifying information of rather low complexity, i.e., locating an object or recognizing patterns. Most models, however, go well beyond complexity that can be handled by search and recognition. For instance, a Boolean expression certainly cannot be interpreted just by looking at it and without deliberate thought. Here, the human brain as “truly generic problem solver” [13] comes into play. Thereby, cognitive psychology differentiates between working memory that contains the information is currently processed, as
well as long-term memory in which information can be stored for a long period of time [14]. Most severe, and thus of high interest and relevance, are the limitations of the working memory. As reported in [15], working memory cannot hold more than 7±2 items at the same time. In this context, the concept of mental effort, i.e., the amount of working memory used, is of interest, as it can be used to assess understanding. In addition, information held in the working memory decays after 18–30 seconds if not rehearsed [13]. The importance of the working memory has been recognized and led to the development and establishment of Cognitive Load Theory, meanwhile widespread and empirically validated in numerous studies [36]. The concept of mental effort, i.e., the amount of working memory used, is of interest, as it can be used to assess understanding. As discussed in [16], higher mental effort is in general associated with lower understanding, or more generally, errors are more likely to occur when the working memory’s limits are exceeded [17]. Instead of only measuring accuracy or time for assessing the understandability of a notation, measuring mental effort allows for a more fine-grained analysis. In particular, when differences with respect to understandability are small, accuracy may not change, even though the mental effort changes significantly (cf. [18]). Subsequently, we will discuss three factors that influence the required mental effort: external memory, abstraction, and the split-attention effect.

**External Memory.** First, we would like to introduce a mechanism known for reducing mental effort, i.e., the amount of working memory slots in use. An external memory is referred to any information storage outside the human cognitive system, e.g., pencil and paper or a blackboard [17, 13, 19, 12]. Information taken from the working memory and stored in an external memory is then referred to as cognitive trace. In the context of a diagram, a cognitive trace would be, for instance, to mark, update, and highlight information [19]. Likewise, in
the context of process variants, the model itself may serve as external memory. For example, when deriving a process variant in C-EPC for a particular context, the model reader may cross out model elements that have been removed (not requiring their storage anymore in the working memory). Rather, this information is transferred to the C-EPC model, freeing up working memory capacity.

**Abstraction.** Basically, the idea of abstraction is to hide information by aggregation. As irrelevant information can be hidden from the reader, it becomes easier to focus on relevant information, i.e., abstraction supports the human mind’s attention management [12], leading to decreased mental effort. Unlike in C-EPC, where the process family is represented in a single model, Provop separates the base model from change options which are abstracted via variation points. This, in turn, simplifies both the base model and the change options, presumably making both easier to interpret, as attention is not distracted by an abundance of modeling elements.

**Split-Attention Effect.** Even though abstraction has been attributed to reduce mental effort [16, 20, 21], it typically co-occurs with the split-attention effect, which is known to increase mental effort [22]. In general, the split-attention effect occurs whenever information from different sources needs to be integrated. As the human mind can only focus on a single aspect at the same time [23], attention needs to be constantly switched between the information sources, leading to increased mental effort. In addition, the task of integrating information is known to further increase mental effort [22]. To illustrate the split-attention effect, consider the change options in the Provop approach. In this approach, the model reader has to constantly switch attention between the base model and the change options in order to extract a new process variant. In addition, the model reader has to integrate information from change options to the base model, i.e., adding, removing, moving model elements into the base model, further increasing the mental effort.

### 5 Qualitative Comparison

So far we have discussed C-EPC and Provop as representatives of approaches for modeling BP variability. In the following, we will use concepts from cognitive psychology to systematically assess differences between these two proposals with respect to understandability. Since understandability not only depends on the notation, but also on the type of task to be performed [6, 7], we have structured the comparison of both approaches along several such tasks. In particular, we will discuss the task of:

1. extracting a process variant from a configurable process model given a certain context,
2. understanding the factors driving variability (i.e., the context variables and their values), and
3. understanding the relationships between process fragments.
In our qualitative comparison, we assume a setting where the model reader has the models available in paper-based form. We are aware that, even though our discussion focuses on cognitive aspects only, tool support is indispensable for working with configurable models. However, to be able to develop effective tool support, it is essential to know what makes configurable process models hard to understand. Without a profound discussion, as provided here, tool development is rather driven by speculation than by systematic consideration.

In the following subsections, we provide a discussion, first for C-EPC and afterwards for Provop, structured along the following points: First, we will describe the task in the form of an algorithm describing the steps a model reader has to perform in order to perform the respective understandability task. The algorithms have been derived in an iterative manner by observing a set of model readers conducting the described tasks. Second, we will illustrate the presented algorithm using the screen postproduction project introduced in Section 2. Third, we will perform an in-depth analysis to determine the cognitive complexity of the task.

5.1 Extracting a Process Variant Suitable for a Certain Context

This section discusses first for C-EPC and then for Provop the extraction of a specific process variant for a given context from the configurable process model (i.e., domain characteristics of the intended process variant). Such a task is, for example, important to understand how the process looks like given a certain context. In addition, it is essential to determine whether a specific business requirement is covered (e.g., when creating or modifying the configurable process model). Extracting a process variant can also become necessary as part of a more complex task like understanding the commonalities/differences between a set of variants. To illustrate the process in both proposals, we assume that a model reader wants to derive the process variant that relates to the production of a low-budget project which implies the use of tape as medium for both shooting and delivery tasks.

5.1.1 Extracting a Process Variant Using C-EPC

To obtain a specific process variant from a configurable process model in C-EPC, the model reader has to inspect all configurable nodes (i.e., connectors and functions), evaluate the associated requirements, and configure them according to the given context. This process is explained in more detail in Algorithm 1.

Example. To obtain the process variant that relates to the low-budget project in C-EPC (i.e., when shooting and delivery medium is tape) the model reader starts with the configuration of configurable connector 1. For this purpose, the model reader locates all requirements attached to it and evaluates the ones of interest to extract the wanted process variant, i.e., reqs 1-3. According to the given context (i.e., shooting media is tape), configurable connector 1 is configured as SEQ1a as stated in req. 1. Next, the configuration of configurable connector 2 has to be performed. In this case, req. 4 determines that the same
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for extracting a process variant from a C-EPC model

1: \textbf{for all } cn \in \text{configurable nodes} \textbf{do}
2: \hspace{1em} Locate requirements associated to cn
3: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for all } r \in \text{associated requirements} \textbf{do}
4: \hspace{2em} Evaluate Boolean expression ex in r
5: \hspace{2em} \textbf{if } r \text{ fits the given context} \textbf{then}
6: \hspace{3em} Configure cn as stated in r
7: \hspace{3em} \textbf{Break}
8: \hspace{2em} \textbf{end if}
9: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
10: \textbf{if } \text{no requirement fits or no requirements are attached} \textbf{then}
11: \hspace{1em} Change cn to a regular (non-configurable) node
12: \textbf{end if}
13: \textbf{end for}

configuration performed to \textit{configurable connector 1} should be applied to \textit{configurable connector 2}, i.e., SEQ2a is chosen. Then, the configuration of \textit{configurable connector 3} has to be done. For such purpose, reqs. 5–7 are evaluated. After evaluating req. 5 the model reader discovers that SEQ3a should be chosen. Unlike reqs. 1–3, reqs. 4–7 are entirely expressed in terms of the structure of the model (defining implications between alternative process fragments), not providing any information regarding the context driving the configuration of the variant. This means that the model reader, in order to understand why this configuration is performed, has to either remember the decisions previously taken or go back in the model and revisit the requirements that determined the configuration of related nodes. Similarly to the configuration performed for \textit{configurable connector 2}, req. 8 determines that \textit{configurable connector 4} should be configured equally to connector 3, i.e., as SEQ4a. For configuring \textit{configurable connector 5} req. 9–12 are evaluated. In this case, by evaluating req. 9 the model reader discovers that it should be configured as SEQ5a and that function \textit{finish on tape} should be switched ON. The fact that these requirements include context variables help the model reader to better understand which configuration should be taken. Next, the model reader has to decide about the configuration of function \textit{telecine transfer}. In this case req. 14 states that this function should be configured as OFF (since connector 3 was configured as SEQ3a). Then, \textit{configurable connector 6} is configured as SEQ6a according to req. 15. Finally, function \textit{finish on new medium} is switched OFF since function \textit{finish on tape} has been switched ON (req. 16).

\textbf{Cognitive Discussion.} Considering the cognitive complexity the use of C-EPC entails, we can identify three basic operations: locating elements (line 2), evaluating Boolean expressions (line 4), and adapting the model accordingly (line 6).

As argued in [24], the more distinct properties a visual element has, e.g., shape and color, the easier it is to identify (i.e., to locate the element). In C-EPC, requirements are represented by white tags, configurable connectors are represented by white circles with a thick border, whereas configurable functions
are represented by green rounded rectangles with a thick border. Hence, the reader can draw on two different properties (i.e., color and shape) for identifying distinct modeling constructs presumably requiring a low mental effort. For identifying whether there are requirements attached to a configurable node (line 2), the model reader can rely on pattern recognition [12] to efficiently perform this operation (requirements are connected via dotted lines).

The first real challenge occurs when the model reader has to evaluate associated Boolean expressions. As they can be arbitrarily complex and have to be interpreted in the model reader’s mind, presumably a high mental effort can be expected. While some requirements can be evaluated by just considering their Boolean expression (i.e., req. 1–3 and 9–12), others depend on decisions previously taken (i.e., req. 4–8 and 13–16). This requires a bigger cognitive effort by the model reader, since the model reader has to remember decisions taken for already configured nodes. For example, when evaluating req. 14 for configuring function telecine transfer, the model reader has to go back to the related configurable nodes, i.e., to configurable connector 3. In addition, the model reader has to consider the configuration of functions finish on tape (i.e., req. 9, 10, and 12) and finish on new medium (i.e., req. 12) to understand the semantics of the configuration. The complexity of evaluating Boolean expressions can differ significantly depending on how many related requirements have to be additionally evaluated and the complexity of them.

Having evaluated the requirements, respective model adaptations have to be performed (e.g., removing model elements; cf. line 6). Even though these operations are rather simple the model reader has to keep track of all changes made during the configuration. Due to the limited nature of working memory (7±2 slots), it seems essential that the model reader can offload parts of the working memory to an external memory, e.g., by annotating a print-out of the model.

5.1.2 Extracting a Process Variant Using Provop

To extract a process variant in Provop, the model reader has to proceed as follows. First, the model reader has to examine all change options and their Boolean expressions. Second, the model reader has—based on this evaluation—to select all change options whose context rule satisfies the given context. Third, the model reader has to determine for all the selected options, by examining the constraint model, whether they can be applied considering the already applied options. Fourth, the model reader has to locate variation points where options apply, and fifth, the model reader has to mentally integrate the change operations gathered in the selected change options into the base model. This process is explained in more detail in Algorithm 2.

Example. To extract a process variant in Provop the model reader first examines all change options including their associated context rules to determine which options are applicable for the given context (line 1–6). Based on this, the model reader then selects options 1 and 5, since only these two satisfy the given context (lines 3–4) and applies them to the based model (lines 7–14). For this the
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for extracting a process variant in Provop

1: for all $o \in$ change options do
2:  Evaluate Boolean expression $ex$ from associated context rule
3:  if $ex$ satisfies the given context then
4:      Add $o$ to the selected options list
5:  end if
6: end for
7: for all $os \in$ selected options list do
8:  Evaluate constraints between all $os$
9:  if $os$ is not excluded by any of the already applied options then
10:     for all $ch \in$ change operations from $os$ do
11:        Locate adjustment points in the base model as specified in $ch$
12:        Apply $ch$ to the base model within the corresponding adjustment points
13:     end for
14: end if
15: end for

The model reader checks the constraints between the selected options (lines 8–9) and concludes that both option 1 and option 5 can be applied. The application of option 1 involves deleting activity prepare film for edit between variation points A and B, and inserting activity prepare tape for edit instead (lines 11–12). In addition, activity perform negmatching is replaced by activity edit footage online. Moreover, the application of option 5 implies the replacement of activity finish on film by finish on tape between adjustment points E and F (lines 11–12).

Cognitive Discussion. Considering the cognitive complexity of Provop we can identify two main operations. First, selecting appropriate change options, and second, applying these change options to the model.

For the identification of relevant change options the model reader inspects all change options and evaluates whether they are applicable for the current context, i.e., the model reader evaluates the Boolean expression associated with the change option (lines 1–6 in Algorithm 2). Similar to C-EPC, it can be expected that the interpretation of such Boolean expressions presumably imposes a high mental effort. However, unlike C-EPC, in Provop Boolean expressions are always expressed in terms of context variables. These variables provide semantics to the change options, helping the model reader to understand the intent of the options. After having identified relevant change options, the model reader has to apply them to the base model (cf. lines 7–14). Before applying a change option, it has to be checked whether the change option is conflicting with previously applied change options (lines 8–9). This task, however, can easily be accomplished using Provop’s option constraints, i.e., a set of relationships (e.g., inclusion, exclusion) between change options targeted to ensure their proper use based on the semantics of the domain. As these option constraints are visually depicted, the model reader’s recognition capabilities will help to efficiently identify conflicting options, hence presumably imposing a low mental effort.

Regarding the actual manipulation of the model (lines 11–12), the effort for integrating the change options into the base model is determined by the change
distance [25] between the base model and the variant to be derived. In other words, the more modeling elements are added to / removed from the base model, the more complex the integration task will be. In addition, the type of change operations contained in the change options influences complexity. For example, when deleting an activity, respective parts can be removed from the model by hiding them with a finger on the print-out of the model, or by crossing them out using a pen. In this way, the model reader does no longer have to keep this information in his working memory. Rather, the model serves as external memory, freeing up mental resources. When inserting activities, in turn, this possibility is not available (except this is done through a supporting modeling tool) and has to be done in the reader’s mind. Therefore, complexity grows with the number of changes applied to the base model. Therefore, an optimized design of the base model that requires minimum changes to derive different variants presumably requires less effort by the model reader [39]. Altogether it can be said that most mental effort will presumably be required for evaluating Boolean expressions as well as conducting model changes.

5.1.3 Discussion

After studying both proposals three major differences can be observed.

First, in a C-EPC model, modeling elements are mainly removed from the configurable model (with exception of functions when these are configured as optional, which involve the inclusion of some branching condition in the model). By contrast, in Provop model elements can either be added, deleted, or moved during the configuration process. As argued above, the cognitive complexity depends on the type of change operations to be performed (i.e., deletion operations presumably involve less cognitive effort than insertions or movements).

Second, requirements and configurable nodes are integrated in C-EPC, whereas change options and the base model are separated in Provop. Similar to [20, 21], we argue that for small models, C-EPC presumably is easier to understand, as all the information is integrated and hence in contrast to Provop no split-attention effect can be expected. However, when model size increases, models may quickly become too complex resulting in an overload for the model reader, especially when there are many relationships between alternative modeling elements. Here, it can be assumed that the abstraction mechanisms provided in Provop (i.e., represented by change operations defined separately from the base model) contributes to retain understandability even for large models.

Third, even though Boolean expressions need to be evaluated in both approaches, the way they are used by the two proposals differs. In C-EPC, one of the biggest challenges faced by the model reader relates to the fact that alternatives are usually expressed at the structural level, neglecting the semantics associated to the different alternatives. This fact involves that, in some cases, the model reader has to evaluate the Boolean expression at hand, but additionally has to keep track of previously made decisions. In contrast, in Provop, Boolean expressions are always expressed in terms of context variables, which contribute to better understand the semantics of the associated change operations. In ad-
dition, the concept of options (i.e., grouping of related change operations) as provided by Provop and the explicit specification of constraints between them in the constraint model presumably reduces the mental effort required by the reader for understanding them. Hence, from this point of view, Provop models presumably impose a lower mental effort on average.

5.2 Identifying Context Variables

This section discusses first for C-EPC and then for Provop how the factors that lead to variations (i.e., the context variables including their values) can be identified in a configurable process model. Context variables provide model readers with the required contextual information to understand the reasons for variations (e.g., different procedures are followed depending on the shooting_media as well as the delivery_media). Context variables also play an important role in identifying the parts of a configurable process model that need to be changed (e.g., when a new delivery medium is added). In addition, context information is also essential when trying to understand differences between variants. Moreover, the different values that a certain context variable can take helps to assess whether the configurable process model covers all possible alternatives or not (e.g., whether tape, film, and tape and film are considered as valid shooting_media). To illustrate the process in both proposals we consider the task of extracting all context variables and all their allowed values from their respective modeling artefacts.

5.2.1 Identifying Context Variables in C-EPC

To extract context related information from the configurable process model in C-EPC, the model reader has to locate all the requirements associated with the configurable elements (i.e., nodes and functions) included in the configurable process model. Then, based on the Boolean expressions included in these requirements, the model reader has to identify the context variables and their allowed values. This process is explained in more detail in Algorithm 3.²

Example. First of all, the model reader checks requirement 1 and from its logic predicate extracts context variable shooting_media and its first value which is tape. When examining requirement 2 the model reader realizes that context variable shooting_media has already been used in requirement 1. However, a new valid value for this variable can be extracted, i.e., film. Similarly, when evaluating requirement 3 a new value for shooting_media is found, i.e., tape and film. On the contrary, the examination of requirements 4–8 does neither yield any additional context variable nor any additional value for the already identified variables. By looking at requirement 9, a new context variable (i.e., delivery_media) is discovered and also a first value for it (i.e., tape). The examination of requirements 10

² Note that we assume that context variables are included in the requirements (cf. Section 3.1 for details). When using the questionnaire approach together with C-EPC, in turn, the algorithm looks slightly different, since context variables are modeled explicitly in the questionnaire and can be extracted from there.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm for extracting process context information in C-EPC

1: for all \(r \in \text{requirements associated with configurable elements} \) do
2:     Identify context variables \(cv \) in \(r\)
3:     for all \(cv \in \text{context variables in } r\) do
4:         if \(cv\) is not yet included in the list of context variables then
5:             Add \(cv\) to the context variable list
6:         end if
7:     Identify values for \(cv\)
8:     for all \(v \in \text{values for } cv\) do
9:         if \(v\) is not yet included in the list of allowed values for \(cv\) then
10:            Add \(v\) to the allowed values for \(cv\)
11:       end if
12:     end for
13: end for
14: end for

and 12 shows that three new values for the \textit{delivery_media} variable context are also valid, i.e., \textit{film}, \textit{tape}, and \textit{film}, and new medium. Finally, requirements 13–16 refer to the associated functions and define whether these should be included, skipped, or optionally included in the model. However, they define neither a new context variable nor a new value for existing ones.

Cognitive Discussion. From a cognitive point of view, the algorithm can be analyzed as follows. The identification of requirements, i.e., the identification of shapes, is performed by recognition (line 1). Similarly, in line 2, the context variables have to be identified. As illustrated in Fig. 1, context variables have the following form: context variable = value, e.g., \textit{shooting_media} = \textit{‘FILM’}. Again, we argue that this identification can mainly be performed by recognition, which presumably imposes a low mental effort. In lines 4–6, the model reader has to evaluate whether the variable is already known. Even though the comparison with existing variables itself can be considered to be rather easy, the 7±2 slots of working memory available will most likely not be enough to perform this task for a non-trivial model without the support of some kind of external memory. Analogously, the extraction of values in lines 7–12 starts with the identification of values, i.e., recognition. Then, the model reader has to check whether a value has already been found and add the value to the list of determined values, if not. Also here we argue that this mental process itself is rather simple, as it merely includes the comparison of values. However, intermediate results have to be stored, hence the model reader will most likely need to use external memory to perform this task.

5.2.2 Identifying Context Variables in Provop

For the extraction of context variables the model reader can directly go to the context model where all context variables and their allowed values are defined (i.e., table with all context variables + possible values; cf. bottom left part of Fig. 2). Algorithm 4 describes this process in more detail.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm for extracting process context information in Provop

1: for all $cv \in$ context model do
2:     Read $cv$ and allowed values
3: end for

Example. In this case just by looking at the context model the model reader knows that there are just two context variables which are $shooting\_media$ and $delivery\_media$. While the former can be valued as $tape$, $film$, or $tape$ and $film$ the latter can be valued as $tape$, $film$, $tape$ and $film$, or $new\_media$.

Cognitive Discussion. As discussed, in Provop context variables are explicitly modeled in the context model. This information can directly be extracted from the model and therefore requires nothing but reading the context values and allowed values—a low cognitive load can be assumed for this task.

5.2.3 Discussion

As it is explained in this section, for C-EPC models, the extraction of the context variables and their values is only implicitly available and thus has to be computed by going through all requirements. On the contrary, in Provop, this information is explicitly represented in the context model, which facilitates context variable identification.

5.3 Identifying Relationships between Variable Process Fragments along a Process Variant

This section deals with the question whether certain relationships (e.g., inclusion or exclusion) between variable process fragments exist. The identification of these relationships is very important to ensure that no inconsistencies in respect to the domain semantics exist in the process model family; these relationships establish conditions of use of the process fragments when a process variant is derived. To illustrate how these conditions can be checked we assume that we want to ensure that $telecine\_transfer$ is only performed when the $shooting\_media$ is $film$ or $tape$ and $film$ and the $delivery\_media$ is either $tape$, $tape$ and $film$ or $new\_medium$.

5.3.1 Identifying Relationships between Variable Process Fragments in C-EPC

To accomplish this comprehension task in C-EPC, the model reader has to locate and select all the requirements that are related (either directly or indirectly) to the relationship constraint being checked. Then, for each selected requirement, the model reader has to evaluate the associated Boolean expression and check whether this satisfy or not the constraint relationship. Algorithm 5 defines this process more in detail.

Example. According to the example, in C-EPC the model reader has to locate all the requirements that refer to function $telecine\_transfer$, and to the
Algorithm 5 Algorithm for identifying relationships between process fragment alternatives in C-EPC

1: for all \( r \in \text{requirements} \) do
2: \hspace{1em} if \( r \) has an impact (directly or indirectly) on the condition then
3: \hspace{2em} Add \( r \) to collected requirements list
4: \hspace{1em} end if
5: end for
6: Analyze relationships between fragments in collected requirements list to decide whether the relationship constraint is satisfied or not

context variables \textit{shooting\_media} (valued as \textit{film}) and \textit{delivery\_media} (valued as \textit{tape} or \textit{new medium}). First of all, the requirement providing the configuration for function \textit{telecine transfer} (i.e., requirement 14) states that this function is only switched on if configurable connector 3 has been configured either as SEQ3\(_b\) or as an AND and when functions \textit{finish on tape} and \textit{finish on new medium} are switched on. Regarding the configuration of connector 3, the model reader can see the configurations to SEQ3\(_b\) or AND are given by requirements 6 and 7 respectively. In turn, these requirements point to the configuration of configurable connector 1 and require that is is configured to either SEQ1\(_b\) or AND. These configurations are given by requirements 2 and 3. Analyzing these requirements reveals that respective configurations can be obtained if \textit{shooting\_media} is \textit{film} (i.e., req. 2) or \textit{shooting\_media} is \textit{tape and film} (i.e., req. 3). At this stage the model reader already knows that function \textit{telecine transfer} is only performed if \textit{shooting\_media} is \textit{film or tape and film}, but not if shooting media is \textit{tape}. Then, the model reader has to check whether the requirements also enforce that the \textit{delivery\_media} is either \textit{tape} or \textit{new medium}, but not \textit{film or tape and film}. For this purpose, the model reader has to check requirements req. 9, 10, and 12. All three requirements configure configurable connector 5 in such a way that either SEQ5\(_a\) or AND are chosen and function \textit{telecine transfer} can be reached. In addition, they ensure that functions \textit{finish on tape} or \textit{finish on new medium} are switched ON, which is a requirement for function \textit{telecine transfer} to be switched ON. As a result, after checking all the involved requirements, the model reader can conclude that \textit{telecine transfer} is only performed when shooting medium is \textit{film or tape and film} and delivery medium is \textit{tape, tape and film, or new medium}.

Cognitive Discussion. This task, as described in Algorithm 5, can be separated into two parts. First, the model reader has to locate the set of requirements involved in the relationship constraint being checked (cf. lines 1–5). In the second part, the model reader determines whether the selected requirements ensure that this constraint is well represented. Locating the requirements involves checking all the requirements attached to the process fragments involved in the relationship constraint being evaluated. In our example, these requirements are 14 (for function \textit{telecine transfer}), requirements 6 and 7 (for connector 3), requirements 1 and 3 (for context variable \textit{shooting\_media}), and requirements 9, 10 and 12 (for context variable \textit{delivery\_media}). While locating requirements constitutes a relatively simple task, analyzing all the involved requirements (i.e., req. \( r_1, r_2, \ldots \))
...$r_n$) to finally find out if the relationship to be checked is well represented in the model (i.e., to determine if there is a solution to the Boolean formula $r_1 \land r_2 \land \ldots \land r_n$), presumably requires high mental effort. The complexity of this task significantly depends on the number of requirements that have to be evaluated as well as their complexity. In principle, this problem is known to be np-complete [38] and therefore only possible to be done in one's mind for relatively small problems.

Hence, we conclude that for this task the step 1 (identification of requirements) may be done manually, but for step 2 (satisfying all requirements), tool support is indispensable for models that go beyond the complexity of toy examples.

5.3.2 Identifying Relationships between Variable Process Fragments in Provop

In Provop relationships between process fragments can be found at two different levels of abstraction. On the one hand, change options allows explicitly defining inclusion and exclusion relationships by means of delete and insert operation respectively. On the other hand, option constraints allow again defining relationships, but this time at a higher level of abstraction, i.e., at the options level. Therefore, the model reader has to analyze both, change options and the option constraints to find out about relationships between process fragments. Algorithm 6 defines this process in more detail.

**Algorithm 6** Algorithm for identifying relationships between process fragment alternatives in Provop

1: for all $o \in$ change options do
2:     if $o$ refers to the fragments involved in the condition then
3:         Add $o$ to collected change options list
4:     end if
5: end for
6: Analyze relationships between fragments in change options list to decide whether the relationship constraint is satisfied or not

**Example 1.** To test that *telecine transfer* is only performed when the *shooting media* is *film* or *tape and film* and the *delivery media* is either *tape*, *tape and film* or *new medium*, the the model reader first has to locate the change options that insert activity *telecine transfer* (since this activity is not part of the base model). In the example, change option 5 is the only option inserting activity *telecine transfer*. Since there is no further option inserting activity *telecine transfer* the question can be answered locally by looking at the context rule associated with option 5. Evaluating the respective Boolean expression shows that activity *telecine transfer* is only inserted in the base model if the *shooting media* is *film* or *tape and film* and the *delivery media* is *tape*, *tape and film* or *new medium*. 
In Provop, the complexity for identifying relationships between variable process fragments depend on how explicit these relationships are made in the model. In example 1, the complexity is low since all the information needed can be found in the change option 5. However, as examples 2 and 3 show, this complexity can grow when the information is not so explicit in the model.

**Example 2.** Testing, in turn, whether activity *finish on tape* and *finish on new medium* can co-occur is slightly more complex, since this task cannot be answered locally by looking at one option only. Like in the previous example we start by locating all change options where activity *finish on tape* or *finish on new medium* are inserted (i.e., options 5, 6, and 7). Since there is no single option with both activities we cannot yet decide, but have to analyze the situation further to determine whether it is possible to execute options 5 and 7 together or options 6 and 7 (in both cases this would result into a co-occurrence of activities *finish on tape* and *finish on new medium*). For this, we first consult the option constraint model and see that option 5 excludes option 7 and option 6 excludes option 7 as well. Based on this information we can conclude that the two activities cannot co-occur. If these relationships would not be defined explicitly in the constraint model, we would have to check the context rules of options 5, 6, and 7 and check whether there is a possibility that options 5 and 7 as well as options 6 and 7 co-occur.

**Example 3.** To answer the question whether a variant exists for which activity *telecine transfer* and *record digital film master* co-occur is even more complex. This task cannot be answered locally by looking at one option only or using the constraint model, but requires an analysis of the associated context rules, since the relationships between these two activities are only implicitly defined. Like in the previous example we start by locating all change options where activity *telecine transfer* or activity *record digital film master* are inserted (i.e., options 3 and 4). Since the question whether these two activities co-occur cannot be answered by looking at the change options individually, the model reader checks in the constraint model whether there are any constraints between option 3 and option 4. Since options 3 and 4 are not mutually exclusive based on the constraint model, the associated context rules have to be analyzed in detail. This analysis shows that activities *telecine transfer* and *record digital film master* cannot co-occur. *Telecine transfer* requires *shooting media* to be *film* or *tape*, while *record digital film master* is only executed if *shooting media* is *tape*.

**Cognitive Discussion.** Similar to the algorithm for C-EPCs, Algorithm 6 can be broken down into two main parts. First, the model reader identifies relevant change options in lines 1–5. Second, the model reader checks whether the collected change options satisfy the relationships to be tested. For identifying all related change options, the model reader has to inspect each change option individually as no change option can be excluded beforehand. In our example, all change options that insert activity *telecine transfer* have to be considered.

Having identified the relevant change options the relationships between them have to be analyzed (cf. line 6). Depending on the type of question asked, the decision of whether or not the identified change options satisfy the relationships
can be made based on a single option (e.g., option 3 in Example 1), by analyzing the constraint model (e.g., Example 2), or might require analyzing the context rules associated with the identified change options (e.g., Example 3). If the question cannot be decided locally based on a single option or based on the option constraints, like for a C-EPC model, a solution has to be found that satisfies the relationship to be tested. Hence, in general, this task can be considered np-complete for Provop as well, unless shortcuts are possible.

5.3.3 Discussion

After studying both proposals for identifying relationships between variable process fragments, one main point can be observed. In both proposals, it is necessary to go through all requirements and change options, respectively, to find the ones referring to the condition being evaluated. Then, in C-EPC the model reader has to infer the type of existing relationship between the fragments. In turn, in Provop, these relationships are potentially explicitly defined as part of a change option or in the constraint model, which facilitates the analysis. If not, similarly to C-EPC, the model reader has to evaluate the associated context rules to find out whether the condition being evaluated is satisfied or not. Put differently, if the option constraints can be used to determine the relationships between variable process fragments or the relationships can be answered by a single change option locally, then the task can be facilitated tremendously. Otherwise it will presumably be, just as for C-EPC, extremely difficult to accomplish this tasks without tool support.

6 Related Work

Within the business process management community, several proposals have been developed to deal with the representation of variability in business process models (e.g., Provop [1], C-EPC [2], PESOA [3], Rule representation and processing [4], and PPM [5]). These works take a design-oriented perspective and provide technical solutions for managing variability; the understandability of the artifacts created using such approaches is not in the focus. Recently qualitative evaluations of the C-EPC proposal in form of case studies have been conducted [26, 27]. However, to the best of our knowledge no work has addressed understandability of process model families explicitly. Closely related to this is existing research on the understandability of process models. For example, in [33], understandability of process models is approached from a theoretical point of view. Complementary, several studies report on empirical investigations. Most approaches thereby employ the concept of metrics computed on structural aspects of the process model to assess understandability, e.g., [28, 29, 30, 37, 34]. While metrics seem to be a promising approach to assess model complexity and understandability, in [6, 7] it is shown that understandability of a process model significantly depends on the type of question asked. Consequently, a metric will only be able to roughly estimate understandability. In [31, 20, 21], concepts from
cognitive psychology are used as a tool to discuss understandability of process models for specific comprehension tasks in the context of both imperative and declarative process models. In this paper we build upon this work, and extend it to discuss a selected comprehension task specific to process model families. Another interesting work to be mentioned is [35], in which empirically validated guidelines for process modeling, with the aim to improve understandability, are presented. Unlike in this paper, aspects specifically related to the understanding of process model families are not addressed.

7 Summary and Outlook

The main goal of this paper is to compare the structural and behavioral approaches for modeling process model families in terms of understandability. Instead of looking at understandability from a broad perspective, the discussion is centered around the extraction task of a process variant from the modeling artifacts produced by C-EPC and Provop. The different approaches are discussed in terms of different concepts from cognitive psychology based on which the mental effort required to understand the modeling artifacts produced by the two approaches can be estimated. In turn, this allows us to estimate the understandability of the two approaches for specific comprehension task. The task addressed in this paper constitutes just a first attempt regarding the investigation of understandability of these two approaches. Formal metrics and experiments involving a large number of subjects and different configurable process models are planned as future work to empirically test the discussion. Based on the comprehension tasks presented in this paper, we will conduct a series of experiments to empirically assess the understandability of both approaches and to investigate the factors that impact understandability of process model families improving the modeling of such families and facilitating their reuse. For the conduction of such experiments, we will use the Cheetah Experimental Platform [40] which not only allows testing the outcome of process modeling (i.e., the created process models), but also the process of process modeling itself.
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